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Level Set Method

Evolving surfaces are sometimes difficult to represent parametrically.

The Level Set Method handles this by representing the shape as 
 a function in one dimension higher than its original function.

Example:
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Level Set Method

By using the LSM topological changes such as merging and 
splitting of the contour/surface are catered for implicitly 
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Level Set Method

Level set function : φ(x,y,t)          

Time parameter: t, the new dimension
  

The curve of the shape, called the zero level set: 

The level set equation describes the evolution of the level
set over time: 

∂φ
∂ t

=∣∇ φ∣F

Γ (x , y , t)={φ(x , y , t)=0}
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Level Set Method – Speed function

F is the speed term, and for image segmentation it usually is:

Where         is the mean curvature term (normal vector) that 

keeps the function smooth, and     is a free parameter that controls 
the smoothness.

D(I) is the data function, that forces the level set toward 
desirable features in the input data I.

F=αD (I )+(1−α)∇ ·
∇ φ
∣∇ φ∣

∇ ·
∇φ

∣∇φ∣
α
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Level Set Method – Data function

Chosing D(I) to be 

makes it positive in desired regions
and negative in undesired regions.

T is the central intensity value of the region to be segmented

ε is the intensity deviation around T that should be considered
to be inside the region

   

D (I )=ε−∣I −T∣
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Level Set Method

For a pixel      ,   the level set will expand if        
otherwise it will contract.
   

px , y I x , y∈(T±ε)
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Initialization

The level set function φ is initialized to a signed distance function

A signed distance transform (SDT) is used:
● Positive values for pixels outside surface
● Negative values for pixels inside surface
● 0 at the surface

Must update the SDT and re-initialize φ as the level set (the surface) 
evolves

This makes the LSM slow:
● Calculating the SDT for every pixel
● Calculating the SDT at every time step (iteration)
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Narrow band Level Set Method

SDT is only calculated for pixels a certain width k away from 
the moving surface.  
SDT can be re-calculated when the surface have evolved a 
distance close to k
Usually calculated after a fixed number of iterations
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Sparse-Field Level Set Method

Looks only at pixels adjacent to the level set, 
As doing the narrow band with k = 1.

Uses an approximation of the SDT that's much faster.

Can thus calculate SDT at each iteration.

Since  k = 1 the number of calculations executeded is exactly 
 the needed number.

      
Keeps the list of pixels adjacent to the level set in a list called
 the active set

The active set have to be updated as the surface changes
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Level Set Method in GPU (for 3D images)

The 3D volume to be segmented is decomposed into 
small 2D tiles (e.g. 16x16 pixels each)

Tiles with non-zero gradients is called active tiles

Only these active tiles are used to compute          .

Important that the gradients are finite on or near the level set, 
and zero further away.

Accomplished by an additional speed term that forces the level 
set to:

● spread out if the gradient is too large
● move together if the gradient is too low

∂φ
∂ t
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Level Set Method in GPU (for 3D images)

Information about adjacent pixels for each tile is needed from
the CPU - for each iteration.

GPU gets this information and calculates the gradients.

Mipmapping used to create bit vector images for each tile

Used to find out if this tile, and all 6 neighbouring tiles need to be
active

Can now update the level set finction:

φ(t+Δt)=φ(t)+Δt∣∇ φ∣F
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User study

Was implemented with a GUI where user could:
● Set seed point
● Set the free parameters    , ε and T
● Change values of the free parameters
● See how the speed function evolved.

Time for a full 3D brain segmentation: 
● 6 minutes (on ATI Radeon 9700 PRO)
● Only 5-10% of this time was spent calculating 

Takes 3-5 hours to segment by hand

α
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Results: Precision of segmentation

Mean precision for all users and all segmentations: 94% 

Mean precision for all experts (segmented by hand): 83%

By hand Level set algorithm
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Results: Speed

 

CPU/GPU Intel Xeon 1,7 Ghz
1 GB RAM

ATI Radeon 9700 
PRO

128MB SDRAM

Iterations per sec:
(segmented part - 

MRI of cerebral 
cortex)

4 0.25

Iterations per sec:
(segmented part - 

MRI image of brain 
tumor)

7-8 60-70
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